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Vocabulary 

A Match the definitions with the underlined words. (There is one extra definition) 

1) Knowledge is developing rapidly. (----)                            a. a set of similar things 

2) The will build a new library in our school. (----)              b. activities that people enjoy 

3)  The drug is effective against a range of bacteria. (----)   c. the way of life and behavior of a group of people 

4) What do you do for entertainment in your city?  (----)     d. to grow or change into stronger or better form 

                                                                                         e. to make something  
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B Fill in the blanks with the given words. (One word is extra) 

attract – belief –experiments – suitable– destination 

5) Children often cry just to ------------------attention. 

6) Right now, I’m choosing some ------------------clothes to wear during the vacation. 

7) Her strong ------------------In her own abilities is the key to her success.  

8) The scientist was famous for doing many ------------------. 
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Grammar 

C Choose the correct answer. 

9) I didn’t feel very well yesterday. I   ------------------eat anything. 

a) cannot              b) couldn’t        c) mustn’t           d) may not  

10) Susan’s birthday is ------------------15th April. 

a) in     b) of                    c) at                        d) on  

11) When the teacher entered the class, many student’s ------------------. 

a) talk     b) was talking  c) are talking   d) were talking  

12) Those college students ------------------ did the project. They worked very hard. 

a) who              b) they              c) themselves            d) were those  
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D Answer the below questions. 

13) what were they doing when the phone rang?  

14) What can you find the key?  
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Writing 

E Circle the correct answer. 

15) right now, I ---------------- a car and two bikes 

a.  am having               b. have                     c. didn’t have                d. had  

16) Thank you for your ------------------Work on this holiday season. You all really worked ------------------. 

a. hard-hard                  b. hardly- hard         c. hard- hardly             d. hardly-hardly 
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F Choose the appropriate form of the verbs. 

17) I (am wanting / want) to buy a cake now. 

18) They (were seeing/ saw) the accident 

19) The new teacher (is teaching/ teaches) lesson 4 at the moment. 
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G Find mistakes in the sentences, then correct them. 

20) We should talk polite about the host culture. 

21) They were booking the hotel when they heard a loudly noise. 

22) She was needing a lot of money when she went shopping. 

23) The soup is smelling really nice.  
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Reading 

H Read the following text and answer the questions. 

As a young boy, Edison was very interested in science. He was very energetic and always asked questions. 

Sadly, young Edison lost his hearing at the age of 12. He did not attend school and learned science by reading 

books in the library himself. When he grew up he worked in different places, but he never lost his interest in 

making things. Edison was famous for doing thousands of experiments to find answers to problems. He said, “I 

never quit until I get what I’m after”. Edison had more than 1,000 inventions and was very successful at the end 

of his life. 

24) Edison lost his interest for making things when he grew up.      True  False 

25) Edison never asked questions and he solved the problems.             True  False 

26) Why did Edison leave school? ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
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I Read the following text and answer the questions. 

Sewing machine was one of the most important inventions in the 19th century. Before the sewing machine was 

invented, it took about two hours to make a pair of pants. With a sewing machine it was possible to make the 

same pair of pants in 38 minutes. Such a great invention was so useful and developed different kinds of clothes. 

It helped tailors to make about one thousand pairs of pants or any other clothes in less than one months and it 

also changed the price of the clothes because it was easier and it took less time to make them. Now tailors were 

selling their products for a lower price. 

27) With sewing machine, tailors could make about one thousand pairs of pants in less than a week. 

True  False  

28) This great invention developed different kinds of clothes.    True  False 
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29) the word tailor refers to someone --------------------------- 

a. who make clothes         b. sell clothes          c. invent new things          d. changes the price of the clothes 

30) his text mainly talks about ------------------------------ 

a. different kinds of clothes                  b. the price of clothes   

 c. tailors’ lives                                      d.  the Invention of sewing machine 

31) How long did it take to make a pair of pants before the invention of sewing machine? 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

32) why were the clothes cheaper after the invention of sewing machine? 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Good Luck! 






